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This paper gives in detail a practical general method for the explicit determination of all solutions of any Thue equation. It uses a combination of Baker’s
theory of linear forms in logarithms and recent computational diophantine
approximation techniques. An elaborated example is presented. 6 1989 Academic
Press, Inc.

I. INTR~DUOTI~N
In 1909 A. Thue [25] proved his famous result: If F(X, Y) E Z[X, Y] is
an irreducible binary form of degree at least 3, and m is a given nonzero
rational integer, then the equation
F(X,

Y) = m

(1)

has only finitely many integral solutions (X, Y). Thue’s proof was ineffective. His method is described also in Sprindiuk’s
book [23, Chap. I,
Sect. 21. Other noneffective proofs of Thue’s theorem based on Siegel’s
ideas can be found, for example, in Dickson [ll, Chap. X] and Mordell
[ 18, Chap. 231, and a (noneffective) proof based on the p-adic method of
Skolem (with the restriction that the algebraic equation F(x, 1) = 0 have at
least one pair of complex conjugate roots) can be found in Borevich and
Shafarevich [7, Chap. 4, Sect. 63. Prof. J. W. S. Cassels drew our attention
to a paper of Cl. Chabauty (Demonstration
nouvelle dun theoreme de
Thue et Mahler sur les formes binaires, Bull. Sci. Math. (2) 65 (1941),
112-130, MR 7, 147b, and “Reviews in Number Theory,” Vol. 2, D60-5),
which also deals with the totally real case, based on the p-adic method of
Skolem. We note here, as a side-remark, that for a class of Thue equations
99
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(especially for those related to a cubic or a half-real quartic field), Skolem’s
p-adic method provides a practical method for finding explicitly all
solutions. However, in this paper we do not discuss at all such a method.
We restrict ourselves to referring to Tzanakis [26], which includes useful
references.
The first effective proof of Thue’s theorem was given in 1968 by A. Baker
[2], as a conseuquence of his deep study of linear forms in the logarithms
of algebraic numbers. Baker’s result yields an explicit upper bound for
max( (Xl, 1Yl ) for the solutions (X, Y) of ( 1). We refer to Shorey and
Tijdeman [22, Chap. 51 for a survey of related results.
Baker’s theory alone cannot provide us with a practical method for
solving explicitly a particular equation (1 ), since the upper bound it yields
is far too large. A combination
with computational
techniques from
diophantine approximation
theory makes this task possible. Thus, since
Baker’s work, a few papers have appeared in which all solutions of
particular equations (1) mainly of degree 3, are explicitly found, making
use of Baker’s results. A typical example is the paper by Ellison er al. [ 131.
Other papers of the same flavour, which use an improvement of a Bakertype theorem due to Waldschmidt [30], are those by Steiner [24], Petho
and Schulenberg [19], and Blass et al. [6], the last two including also a
discussion of the general equation (1) with m = f 1, and its solution in
practice.
The present paper gives in detail a practical general method for the
explicit determination of all solutions of any particular Thue equation (1).
It uses a combination of Baker’s theory and recent computational diophantine approximation
techniques, that are applied for the first time to the
solution of (1). A brief outline of our method can be found also in Tzanakis
and de Weger [27 (see also de Weger [32]).
As one would expect, we work in the field Q(t), where F((5, 1) = 0. Then
the computation of fundamental units in a convenient order of Q(l), as
well as the factorization of m into prime ideals of this order, is needed.
Such problems constitute in their general setting a whole area of current
research. Therefore they are not discussed here. We merely suppose that we
possess a set of fundamental units, and that we know the prime ideal
factorization of m. Nevertheless, in an appendix we give in detail a method
for computing a triple of fundamental units in any order of a totally real
quartic field, due to BilleviE, because in the examples that we give such a
field is involved.
In Section I we discuss the general Thue equation (1). This section
consists of three subsections. In Subsection 1 we reduce the solution of (1)
to a finite number of inequalities of the form
l/i) < constant .I Yl --n,

(2)
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where n is the degree of F(X, Y), and
/t=Logd+a,

.Log6,

+ ... +a,.Log&.

Here, 6, 6,) .... 6, are explicitly given, in general complex, algebraic numbers, Log denotes the principal logarithm, and a,, .... uy are variables in E,
in such a way that the determination of all integral solutions a,, .... a4 of
(2) implies the determination of all solutions (X, Y) of (1). The number q is
equal to r or r + 1, where r is the number of fundamental units in the field
Q(5).
In Subsection 2 we pass from inequality (2) to an inequality
IAl <K,

.exp( --KZ .A),

(3)

where A = max Ja, 1, and K,, K2 are explicitly known positive constants.
Since, as we show, ii # 0, we can apply Waldschmidt’s theorem [30] to
compute positive constants CT, C8 such that

(4)

lnl>exp(-C,.(logA+C,)).

Then (3) and (4) are combined to give a “very large” upper bound K, of A.
In Subsection 3 we discuss in full generality the problem of solving
inequality (3) under the restriction A < K,. We discuss in detail a process,
based on Lo&z
Lattice Basis Reduction Algorithm (cf. Lenstra et al.
[16]), which reduces the upper bound of A to a new upper bound, which
is of the size of the logarithm of the previous one. In the same section we
compare our reduction process to others already used in the analogous
problems.
In Section III we apply our general method to find all integral points on
the elliptic curve
+x3-4.x+-

1.

(5)

Equation (5) arises naturally from the following problem of S. P. Mohanty:
to find all triangular numbers r, = n . (n -!- 1)/2 which equal a product of
three consecutive integers. By solving (5) (see Theorem A of Section III) we
find all such numbers Tn. There are six of them. The elliptic curve (5) is
also interesting from the fact that it has rather many integral points,
namely 22. The largest ones are (x, + y) = (1274,45473).
In Subsection 1 of Section III we reduce the solution of (5) to a number
of quartic Thue equations. Only two of those have irreducible forms
F(X, Y), whereas the other ones are trivially solved in this section.
In Subsection 2 we solve the pair of irreducible quartic Thue equations
(see Theorem B of Section III), according to the general method of Sec-
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tion II. These equations are related to a totally real quartic field (the same
field for both equations), so that three fundamental units are involved.
Section IV includes two appendixes. In Appendix I we state a theorem of
BilleviE [4] about the computation of a set of fundamental units in a
totally real quartic field, and we apply it in the particular case of the
quartic field appearing in Subsection 2 of Section III.
In Appendix II we state the previously mentioned
theorem of
Waldschmidt, in the form that we use it, and we discuss its application in
practice. As a corollary we compute the constants C,, C, which appear in
inequality (4).
All computer calculations related to the reduction process applied in
Subsection 2 of Section III were performed on an IBM 3083 computer at
the University of Leiden. Most of them have been duplicated on an IBM
4361 computer at the University of Crete (by an independent package of
programs). The computation of the fundamental units has been performed
on the latter computer. Computational
details cannot be included here.
They can be found in the preprint version [28] of this paper.

II. THE GENERAL THUE EQUATION

1. From the Thue Equation to an Inequality Involving a Linear Form in
Logarithms
In this section we show how the solution of the general Thue equation
implies an inequality involving a linear form in the logarithms of algebraic
numbers with rational integral coefficients (unknowns). Let
F(X, Y)= i f. .x”-‘.
r=O

Y’EH[X,

Y]

be a binary form of degree n > 3 and let m be a nonzero integer. Consider
the Thue equation
F(X, Y) = m,

(1.1)

in the unknowns X, YE E. If F is reducible over Q, then (1.1) can be
reduced to a system of finitely many equations of type (1.1) with
irreducible binary forms. For such equations of degree 1 or 2 it is well
known how to determine the solutions. Therefore we may assume from
now on that F is irreducible over Q and of degree L 3. Let g(x) = F(x, 1).
If g(x) = 0 has no real roots then one can trivially find small upper bounds
for max(lX], 1Yj) for the solutions (X, Y) of (1.1) (see, e.g., [6]). Therefore,
throughout this paper we suppose that the algebraic equation g(x) = 0 has
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at least one real root. We number its roots as follows: t(l), .... &$ (S B 1)
are the real roots and lcS+‘) = t(‘+‘+ ‘), .... tcSff) = to+*‘) are the nonreal
roots, so that we have t ( 2 0) pairs of complex conjugate roots, and
s+2.t=n.
Consider the field K= Q(t), where g(t) = 0. We will define three positive
real numbers Y, < Y2 < Y, that will divide the set of possible solutions
(X, Y) of (1 .l ) into four classes:
(I) the “very small” solutions, with ) YI < Y,. They will be found by
enumeration of all possibilities.
(II) the “small” solutions, with Y, < ( YI 6 Y,. They will be found
by evaluating the continued fraction expansions of the real 5%.
(III)
the “large” solutions, with Y, < 1YI d Y,. They will be proved
not to exist by a computational diophantine approximation
technique.
(IV) the “very large” solutions, with 1YI > Y,. They will be proved
not to exist by the theory of linear forms in logarithms.
The value of Y, follows from the Gelfond-Baker
theory of linear forms
in logarithms. The value of Y, follows from the restrictions that we use as
we try to prove that no “large” solutions exist. The value of Yi follows
from Lemma 1.1 below. This lemma shows that if 1YI is large enough then
X/Y is “extremely close” to one of the real roots t(‘). In a typical example
Y, may be as large as 10loM, Y2 as large as lOlo, and Y, as small as 10.
LEMMA

Y, =

1.1. Let X, YEZ satisfy (1.1). Put P=X-(.YEK,

min,,iGr

IIn

2”-‘. Iml
lg’(<‘“+i’)l .min,.iSr

C2 =-.1

c _ . 2-‘-b
’ -mlnl.i.,
lg’(P)l

2

(Im ttS+“I )1

min
l<i-cj<n

if

t>,l

It(‘) _ <(Al9

Y, = max( Y,, r(4. C,)1/cn-2)1).
(i)

Zf I YI > Y, then there exists an i, E (1, .... s} such that
IpJ’I < c, . 1y\ -(n-l’ 9

IB(“I 3

c2

. I YI

for

iE (1, .... n}, i#iO.

(ii) If I YI > Y, then X/Y is a convergent from the continued fraction
expansion of 5’“‘.
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be such that I/3(i0’l=minlGisn

IB(‘)I. We have

from (1.1)

By the minimality

of [/?‘“‘I we have for all i
I yl

. lc(U

_ 4(k~il

=

Ipi)

_ p(b)1

<

lpq

+

Ifi

-1

Ip'l

<

2

. Ip'I.

Hence I/?‘)[ 2 C, . 1YI. Further,
Ip(

_ Iml . fl

If01 (y&j0
-1
<!!2!. n i. 1yl . l<(i)- ((~011)
lhll I# *II(

= lgf(((io))l

. I yin-l’

Now, if i, > s (and hence t > 1), then, by the definition

of Y,,

which is impossible if ( YI > Y,. Hence i, Q s, and now (i) follows
Moreover, if I YI > Y,, then

at once.

and thus IX/Y-5’“‘1
<$.lYl-‘,
since 5:(io) is irrational. Now (ii) follows
from a well-known theorem on continued fractions (see, e.g., Hardy and
Wright [ 15, Theorem 1841). 1
S} as in Lemma 1.1. Choose j, k E
Now let ]Y]>Y,
and i,~(l,...,
{ 1, .... n} such that i,, j, k are pairwise distinct and either j, k E (1, .... s}
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but further the choice of j, k is free. By
(so that 5 (‘) =p),
Y. t(‘) for i = i,, j, k we get, on eliminating the X and Y,

or j+t=k
/I(j) = X-

p(io). (l(j) _ t(k)) + p(j). (t(k) _ [(ioh) + p(k) . ([(io)

_ t(j)) = 0 >

or, equivalently,
(1.2)

By Lemma

1.1, the right-hand

side of (1.2) is “extremely small.” Put, if j,

kE { 1, .... s} (let us call it “the real case”)
t(io)
‘=*‘g

_

t(J)

j(k)

<(io)-((k)‘B(j)

and if j, k E {s + 1, .... s + 2 . t } (let us call it “the complex case”)

where, in general, for z E C, Log(z) denotes the principal value of the
logarithm of z (hence -X < Im Log(z) d n). By cck’ = 5”’ we have A E R
and (A(<n.
The following lemma shows how small IAl is.
LEMMA 1.2. Put

C, = i,+i2Zi3fi,
max

I _t(b)
I<(it)- ((i3) I’

Y: = max( Y,, r(2. C, . C,/C2)11”l).
If )YI > Y: then
1*39.c,
IAl<

.c3

c

. ) YJ --n.

2

Proof: Consider first the real case. From I YI > Y; and Lemma 1.1 it
follows that the right-hand side of (1.2) is absolutely less than 1 and,
consequently,

64113112-2
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It follows that the left-hand side of (1.2) is equal to e” - 1, and now (1.2)
implies, in view of Lemma 1.1 and the definition of C,,

On the other hand, le” - 11 < f implies

which proves our claim in the real case.
In the complex case the left-hand side of (1.2) is equal to ei” - 1, and, as
in the real case, we derive

leiA-II<-. Cl .c,

lYl”<;.

C2

Since lein - 1I = 2. lsin n/21, it follows that lsin n/21 <a, and therefore
lAl<2.-&
4

lSinn/2/=t.lei”-1,~1.02.1e’“-1(,
sin $

which proves the lemma in the complex case. 1
In the ring of integers of the field K (as well as in any other order R of
K) there exists a system of fundamental units E,, .... E,, where r = s + t - 1
(Dirichlet’s Unit Theorem). Note that since F is irreducible and we have
supposed s > 0, the only roots of unity belonging to K are f 1. We shall
not discuss here the problem of finding such a system (for efficient methods
see, e.g., Berwick [3], BilleviE [4, 51, Pohst and Zassenhaus [21],
Buchmann [S, 91). We simply assume that a system of fundamental units is
known. On the other hand, there exist only finitely many nonassociates
pi, .... c(” in K such that f0 . N(pi) = m for i= 1, .... v. (We use iV( .) to denote
the norm of the extension K/Q.) We also assume that a complete set of
such pi’s is known. Let M be the set of all f Q’S. (In the important case
if-, I = [ml = 1, it is clear that M= { + 1, - 1 }.) Then, for any integral
solution (X, Y) of (1.1) there exist some ~1E M and a,, .... a, E Z, such that

Thus, the initial problem of solving (1.1) is reduced to that of finding all
integral r-tuples (a,, .... a,) such that ,u . ~71. ...s; for some p E M be of the
special shape X - Y. 4, with X, YE Z. As we have seen, X and Y can be
eliminated, so that we obtain (1.2). Thus the problem reduces to solving
finitely many equations of the type
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(the so-called “unit equation”).
l(io)
‘=log

_

In the real case we have
r(j)

p(k)

(1.3)

t’fo’-(‘k”p

and in the complex case
+a, .2x,

(1.4)

with a, E h, and - 7t < Arg(z) < rr for every z E C. Note that A in the real
case, and i f A in the complex case, is a linear form in (principal) logarithms
of algebraic numbers, where the coefficients a, are integers. The
Gelfond-Baker theory provides an explicit lower bound for 1A 1 in terms of
max Iail. Using this in combination with Lemma 1.2 we can find an explicit
upper bound for max 1ai I. This is what we do in the next section.
2. Upper Bounds for the Absolute

Let A=maxrSi..
of ]YI.
LEMMA

2.1.

Values of the Unknowns

(ail. First we find an upper bound for A in terms

Put Z= {h,, .... h,} c (1, .... n}, and
uI=(log

lElh’)l)l<i<r,l<l<r

(where i indicates a row and 1 a column of the matrix),

Put also
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Then, for

we have

A < c, . log( c‘j . I YI ).
ProoJ:

By j3=,uic~l.

‘.. -ET we have

~~~:~~~~I:::i=~,.~::i.

(2.1)

On the other hand, for every h E (1, .... n}, using the end of the proof of
Lemma 1.1,

and therefore
for

h = 1, .... n.

Note that C, . ( Y( > 1. Indeed, by

fIl IP = #

0

d I4

it follows that min, giSn /$“j < Irnl I’“, hence p _ 6 Irnl I/“. Therefore

>-> I YI

2 (ml I’”

1.

Then,
log 5
I

<log(C,+IY()
I

(h=l,...,

n),

log(C,.IYI)>O.

(2.2)
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Next we show that
log 5
I

<(n-l).log(C,*jYI)

for

i= 1, .... n.

II

Indeed, in view of (2.2), a stronger
Suppose now that l/?“‘/~“‘l < 1. By

inequality

(2.3)

is true if /@(‘)/~(‘)I b 1.

it follows that

h#i

in view of (2.2). Now the inequality

follows from (2.1), (2.3), the definition of N[U;‘],
and the fact that, as we
have not put so far any restriction on I, this could be chosen so that
N[ U; ‘1 be minimal. It remains to show that

Choose I such that i, 4 I. Then, by Lemma 1.1, for every h E Z, jP(h’/p’h’( >
Cz . I Yl/p+ > 1 and now, in view of (2.2)
/j(h)

log (h) < l%(C, . I YI 19
1 1P I/
which implies our assertion.

1

Lemmas 1.2 and 2.1 immediately
LEMMA

yield

2.2. Put

c, = 1.39.

c, . c3 . c;
c,
’

Y; = max( Y:, 2. lml IIn, p + /C,).
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Zf 1YI > Y2 then

.
Next we apply the following result of Waldschmidt
of linear forms in logarithms.
2.3.

LEMMA

[30] from the theory

If A # 0 then in the real case

(2.4)
and in the complex case this holds when A is replaced by A’ = max,, Qi G~ Iai 1.

The precise
noted that in
2.2 it was not
find an upper
Arch

values for C, and C8 are given in Appendix II. It should be
the complex case a, now appears while in Lemmas 2.1 and
presented. In order to obtain an upper bound for A we must
bound for A’ in terms of A. Indeed, using the relation
.z,)=Arg(z,)+Arg(z,)+k.2rr,

kE{-l,O,

l},

it is not difficult to see from (1.4) that laOI <$+i.r.A+0.51/2znr.A
if
A 2 2. Thus we may apply (2.4) in both cases with A if we replace C, by
Ck, where
cg = cg

in the real case,

Ck=C,+logr

in the complex case.

We can now give an upper bound for A.
LEMMA

2.4. Put
2.c,

c, =-.
ZfIYl>

n

logc,+c,~c~+c,~log(

c5 . c7
n

)

.

Y;, then A<C,.

Proof: As we have seen in the proof of Lemma 1.2, le” - 11 < 4 in the
real case, and lein - 1 < f in the complex case. Note that pciO)#O. Hence
(1.2) implies /i # 0. Therefore Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 yield
A<+(logC,+C,.C;+C,.logA).

The result now follows from Petho and de Weger [20] (Lemma 2.3).

1
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Remark.
From this upper bound for A one can derive easily an upper
bound for 1YI, thus a value for Y, (we shall not do this explicitly). This
means that, theoretically, the problem of solving the Thue equation (1.1)
can be treated completely in a finite number of steps. In practice, however,
this is not satisfactory, because the upper bound for A (and hence certainly
that for 1YI, which is of size exp(A)) is so large that it is completely
unrealistic to speak about checking all possibilities, even with the most
powerful computers of today. To give an idea, in the quartic Thue
equations that we solve in Section III, the corresponding A has an upper
bound of the size of 104’. Nevertheless, such a large bound is still very
useful, because from it, using a computational
reduction technique based
on diophantine
approximation
theory, we can obtain a considerably
smaller upper bound, which usually is of the size of the logarithm of the
initial upper bound. (This reduction process can be applied successively
more than once.) This is the object of the next section.
3. Reducing the Upper Bound

We are now left with a problem of the following type. Let be given real
numbers 6, ,u,, .... pq (q 2 2, the case q = 1 is trivial). Write
A=6+a,

‘/iI+

‘.. +a;/&

where the a;s belong to Z, and put A = max 1Qi G4 Iai I. If K1, KZ, K, are
given positive numbers, then find all q-tuples (a,, .... a,) E Zy satisfying
IAl <K,

.exp(-K,

.A),

A<K,.

(3.1)

In our case, it follows from (1.3) or (1.4) how to define q, 6, and the pI)s,
and from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 how to define K, , K,, K,. In general, K, and
K2 are “small” constants, whereas K, is “very large.” Put
A, =a,

.pl + ... +a,

.pq,

so that n = 6 + /i,. We call n an inhomogeneous form (if 6 # 0) and no a
homogeneous form. In general, we have 6 #O and for our reduction
process we can use the “generalized lemma of Davenport,” as Ellison [ 121
gives it. This has been used in practice for solving Thue equations by
Agrawal et al. Cl], Steiner [24], Blass et al. [6], and Petho and Schulenberg [19]. Roughly speaking, to apply this lemma, one has to find good
simultaneous
rational
approximations
Pi/Q
of the numbers pi/pq
(1 d i < q) (i.e., rational approximations
with the same denominator Q),
and then to test for Q +6/p, not to be very near to an integer. To find such
approximations Pi/Q, the algorithm of Lenstra, Lenstra, and Lovkz [16]
for lattice basis reduction (which we will refer to as the L3-algorithm) can
be used (see [16, (1.38), (1.39)]).
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We prefer to use the L3-algorithm for solving (3.1) in a different way. We
propose this alternative method for the following reasons. First, it is a
generalization of a similar method for the homogeneous case (cf. de Weger
[31, Sect. 41). Second, it actually produces a,, .... uy EZ for which IAl is
almost as small as possible under the condition A < K, ; i.e., it actually
finds a solution that almost satisfies the Kronecker
theorem on
inhomogeneous diophantine approximation. Third, it can be generalized to
the p-adic case (see [31, Sect. 5]), for the homogeneous case; in a
forthcoming paper (see Tzanakis and de Weger [29] ) we apply the p-adic
analogue of this reduction process to solve a Thue-Mahler equation).
We shall apply the “integral version” of the L3-algorithm, as given in
[31, Sect. 33. The advantage of this version is that in it only integers are
involved, and every division is exact (as proved theoretically),
thus
avoiding at this stage rounding off errors.
In what follows in this section, we use the letter G (with subscript) to
denote positive constants which are, in general, very small compared to K,.
Also, we consider lattices in Zq. For such a lattice r, by a “matrix
associated with r’ we mean a matrix whose column vectors form a basis of
r (the points or vectors of Iwq resp. Z!q will be considered as q x 1 matrices).
Below we distinguish three cases. In the first two we suppose that the p;s
are Q-independent.
(i) (Cf. also [31, Sect. 41). Choose c0 somewhat larger than Kg, so
that c0 = 0, . K; ((T, > l), and consider the lattice r associated with the
matrix
1
0
‘.
&if=

0
i

1

cc, .PIl “.’ cc, ~PLy-llC%+,I 1.

Find a reduced basis b,, .... b, of f. Then, by Proposition
we have for every x E r, x # 0,
1x1 3 2-‘y-1)‘2.

lb, I =: lo.

(1.11) of [16],
(3.2)

Since the ,U~Sare Q-independent, we expect that f,, is not “very small,” and
in practice it is of the size of K3. A heuristic argument for this is the
following. By the properties of the reduced basis, its vectors are “almost
orthogonal” and of “almost the same length.” On the other hand, the
volume of the fundamental parallelepiped of this basis equals [co . /*,I,
which is of the size of Kg. Therefore we expect that each (bi I be of the size
of K,; i.e., we expect that
l,=a,.K,,
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where g2 depends on 6,. Suppose now that (IZ,, .... a,)~ Zq satisfies (3.1),
and consider the lattice point

where
&=a,

.[co .p1]+

Hence, ~~,-c,./1~6q.A<q.K,,

.‘. +a, .[co +,I.
from which
(3.3)

On the other hand, by (3.2), uf + . . . + Q:- I + Ai > I& from which
(q-

and this combined

l)X:+A;>a;.K;,

with (3.3) gives

With an appropriate choice of co we can have IS~ large enough, e.g., such
that the square root in the expression above be “somewhat larger” than q.
This means that we have
co .IAl >a3 .K,
(for c3 =J(cz--(q-l))-q).
this yields

C om b’me d with the first inequality

of (3.1)

which means that an upper bound for A has been found which is of the size
of the logarithm of the previous upper bound. We can formulate a precise
result. Indeed, if we substitute I,, a*, and a3 in the previous arguments by
their precise values, we see that we have already proved the following
result.
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PROPOSITION 3.1. If
lb,1 >J((q2+q-1).2”~‘).K3,
solution of (3.1), in the case 6 = 0, satisfies

then

every

If necessary we can repeat this process with the new upper bound in
place of K,, to obtain an even smaller bound.
(ii) Let 6 # 0. In this case we consider the same lattice r as in the
case 6 = 0, and we compute the reduced basis b,, .... b,. Let 9? be the
matrix associated with this basis. By the version of the L3-algorithm that
we use we can compute at the same time the matrix @ such that CZ~
= d . %,
and its inverse @ - ‘. Note that, because of the simple form of d, J$ - ’ can
be computed very easily, and therefore we can with little extra effort
compute .9C’. Now consider the point
0
x=

EP,

0
vi

- cc, .Sl

and let si, .... sq E [w be its coordinates with respect to the basis b,, .... b,.
The s,)s can be easily found from the relation

PROPOSITION

3.2. Let i * = max( i: 1 6 i < q and si $ d).

2 - (4 - 1l/2 ~Il~i*II~Ib~l>J

If

4.q2+3.q-i).K3,

then every solution of (3.1), in the case 6 # 0, satisfies

ProoJ Denote by I(x, r) the minimal distance of x from the points of
r. By Lemma 3.5 of de Weger [32] we have
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Therefore, in view of our hypothesis, it follows that 1(x, r) >
d(4. q2 + 3 . q - a). K3. We now have, similarly as in Lemma 3.7 of [32],
that if 1(x, r) > ,/(4 . q* + 3 . q - $) . X,, (for some constant X0 B 2), then the
inequality
IAl > K, . exp( - K2 . A) has no solution
in the range
(l/K,) . log(c, . K,/q . K3) d A < X0, with K, in place of X,,, to get
immediately the desired upper bound for A. 1
The new upper bound is of the size of log E(3, as in case (i).
Proposition 3.2 can be applied provided that I/s;. II is not extremely small.
If, however, it is so small that the inequality of the hypothesis is not
satisfied, then we have to try with another value of cO, or to apply
Lemma 3.6 from [32] instead of its Lemma 3.5. As in case (i) we can apply
the above proposition successively more than once (see Section III, the last
part of Subsection 2).
(iii) Suppose now that the p;s are Q-dependent. Then we expect the
lower bound for 1x1 (x E r, x # 0) in general to be “very small,” since the
vector having as coordinates the coefficients of the dependence relation
will, multiplied by ,cQ, give rise to a very short vector in the lattice. So the
reduction process described in the two previous cases will not work. In
such a case we work as follows. Let M be a maximal subset of {pi, ,,,, Pi}
consisting of Q-independent
numbers. With an appropriate choice of
subscripts we may assume that M= {pi, .... pLp}, p < q. Then we can find
integers d>O and d, (1 6i<p,
p+ 1 <j<q)
such that
d+,=

j = p + 1, .... q.

f d,.pi,
i= I

(Note that these numbers d, dii can be found as coordinates of extremely
short vectors in reduced bases.) On the other hand, (3.1) is equivalent to
IA’1 <K;
where A’=d.A

.exp( - K2 .A),

and K’, =d.K,.

with 6’=d.6

Now,

a,!=d.a,+

A<K,,

f
j=p+

(3.4)

and

di, ,a,
1

we obtain

Put D=max(ldl,

ld,l: 1 <i<p,
la!1 <(q-p+

p+ l< j<q).
l).D.A

for

Then
i = 1, .... p.
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Therefore, if we put A ’ = max, <, Gp la(l, then A’<(q-p+
(3.4) implies
IA’/ <K;

.exp( -K;

.A’),

A’<K;,

l).D.A,

and
(3.5)

where
n’=s’+a;
K;=K,/(q-l+p).D,

./A; + ... +a:, .p;,

K; =d.K,,

K;=(q-p+l).K,.

Now, to solve (3.5) we apply the reduction process described in (i) or (ii),
depending on whether 6’ = 0 or 6’ ~0, and maybe more than once, if
needed, until we find a very small upper bound for A’. Having found all
solutions (a;, .... aj,) of (3.5), we have at the same time a lower bound L > 0
for l/i’l. It is reasonable to expect that L is not “extremely small,” because
the integers a’, , .... a; being “small” in absolute value cannot make ,4’
“extremely small.” Now combine iA’1 > L with the first inequality of (3.4)
to get

Since L is not “very small,” as argued heuristically,
for A is “small.”

the above upper bound

Returning now to the general case, we point out that if the reduced
upper bound for A is not small enough to admit enumeration of the
remaining possibilities in a reasonable time, then it might be necessary, or
at least advisable, to use some technique for finding all vectors of a given
lattice, whose length is less than some givn “small” bound. In de Weger
[31] it is described how the algorithm of Fincke and Pohst [ 141 can be
used to find all such vectors, and how this can be used to reduce the bound
for A even further, in the homogeneous case. In the inhomogeneous case,
we might analogously want to find all lattice points

(3.6)

with, say, Iy - XI < K,, where K0 is a given constant somewhat larger than
l(x, r), and 1, and x are as in case (ii) above.
Let x=Cy= i si .bi, as in case (ii), and let ri EZ satisfy Irr -sil < 1,
i= 1, .... q. If we put z = Cp= i ri . bi, then (3.6) implies jy -zI < Kb, where
K& = K,, + Ix - zl. Write y as u + z, where u now belongs to the lattice.
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Then [u\< Kb, and by the Fincke and Pohst method we can find all
possible u, which gives all possible y.
However, when solving a Thue equation, and not only an inequality for
a linear form in logarithms, it may be advisable to avoid this Fincke and
Pohst method, and to use continued fractions of the roots <(‘). In practice
we can search for the solutions (X, Y) of (1.1) satisfying Y, < 1Yl d C as
follows, referring to Lemma 1.1. Here, e.g., C = Y2, and we can imagine C
here as being a “large” constant compared to Y,, but not a “very large”
one (cf. the introduction of Y, , Y, in Subsection 1).
Let r be a rational approximation
of l”O’, such that

(3.7)
Since ) Yl > Y,, X/Y must be a convergent, pk/qk say, from the continued
fraction expansion of <‘@‘. Denote by a,, a,, u2, ... the partial quotients in
this expansion. First we claim that uk+ i > 3. Indeed, we have
1
(a kfl +WYIZ

Q(4c+l

1
+2)-d

= p --x <-Cl
Y I IYI"'
I
where the second inequality from the left is a well-known result on continued fractions. If uk+ i = 1 or 2, then we would have lYl”-*<4.C1,
which is absurd, since 1Yl > Y, > (4. C,)1”“-2’. Thus, uk+, > 3, and by a
well-known result on continued fractions we have

(The above-mentioned well-known inequalities follow from Theorems 163
and 171 from Hardy and Wright [15].) Therefore,

and this means that pk/qk is in fact a convergent from the continued
fraction expansion of r also. Moreover, in view of the inequalities
1
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ak + i must be sufficiently large compared to qk, namely
ak+L > ~‘qk’nP2
Cl

2
.

(3.8)

This inequality can be checked easily for all k such that qk < C.
To sum up, we propose the following process for every real root l”o) for
i, = 1, ...) s (note that i, is a priori not known). (1) Compute a rational
approximation
g of ttio’ (a truncation of its decimal expansion will do)
satisfying (3.7). (2) Expand f into its continued fraction with partial
quotients b,, b,, b,, .... bk+, and convergents pL/qi for all i= 1, .... k with
qk < C< qk+ , . (3) Test all these convergents for the conditions (3.8) and
F(p,, qi) = m. Concerning this last test, note that if X/Y= pi/qi, then
X= Z . pi, Y = Z . qi for some ZE Z with Z” 1m. This simple observation
excludes in general most of the reducible quotients X/Y, and all of them if
m is an n th-powerfree integer.
Having tested for all solutions in the range 1Yl 6 C we may suppose that
1YI > C. For such solutions (X, Y) we can obtain a lower bound for the
corresponding A as follows (the idea is due to A. Petho; cf. also Section 1
of Blass et al. [6]). For every (i, j) E { 1, .... r} x { 1, .... n> let vii be the
number + 1 or - 1 for which Is:“1 “q2 1, and put Ei = n;= 1 I&$“1‘g. Then

and hence, for any pair j,, j, with j, #j,,

,yI = Ilj(i”-B(i2)l <~+
‘pd _ pzq ’

we have

E;: +E;:
l(h) _ r(b)) ’

and from this we can find a lower bound for A, if we know that 1YI > C. Of
course, for another pair j,, j, we may find a different lower bound, and
therefore we can take the larger one.

III.

AN APPLICATION:

INTEGRAL
$=x3-4.x+

POINTS ON THE ELLIPTIC
1

In this section we will prove, as an application
described in Section II, the following results.
THEOREM

A.

CURVE

of the general theory

The elliptic curve
$=x3-44xX

1

(E)
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has only the following 22 integral points:

(x3 ~Y)=(-2,1),(-1,2),(0,1),(2,1),(3,4),(4,7),(10,31),
(12,41), (20,89), (114, 1217) (1274,45473).
COROLLARY.
The only triangular
numbers (i.e., numbers T,, =
+. n . (n + 1) with n a positive integer) which are a product of three consecutive
integers are T,, T,,, T20, Tad, Tm8, and T,,,,,.

Proof of the corollary. Consider the equation T,, = m . (m + 1) . (m + 2).
As noted by Mohanty [17], on putting m = (x- 2)/2, n = (y - 1)/2 with
x S; 2 even and y > 1 odd, the above equation is transformed into (E).
Then, by Theorem A, the only possible values for y are 7, 31, 41, 89, 1217,
and 45473, which proves our claim. 1
We prove Theorem A in two main steps. First, we reduce the problem to
the solution of two quartic Thue equations. Then we solve these equations
using the general theory developed in Section II.’
1. From the Elliptic
Equations

Curve to a Couple of Totally

Real Quartic

Thue

Let L be the totally real field Q($), where
$‘-4.$+

1 =o.

Let the conjugates of $ be $ (l) = 0.254 .... t,b(‘) = - 2.114, i,b’” = 1.860 ... .
From a table of Delone and Faddeev [lo, p. 1413 we see that the class
number of L is 1, its ring of integers is Z[$], its discriminant is 229, and a
pair of units is $, 2- tj. From Table I of Buchmann [S] we see that
-7+2.ti2,
2.1,++Ic/~ is a pair of fundamental units in Z[$]. Since
-7+2+‘=
-I,-’
.(2-4G) and 2.1(1+$‘=(2-$)-’
we see that Ic/,
2 - $ is also a pair of fundamental units in Z[$].
The equation (E) of the elliptic curve can be written as
y2=(x-Ic/)~(x2+x~~+(Ic/2-4))

(1.1)

and the factors on the right-hand side are relatively prime. Indeed, if rr were
a common prime divisor of them, then rc would divide
(x*+x~~+(I~~-~))-(x+~~I&(x-~)=~~~~-~,
’ Note added in proof
The elementary proof of our Theorem A presented in [ 171. is not
correct. As noted by A. Bremner, at two crucial points ([17], p. 92, line 4, 5 and - 10, -9)
implications of the type (dl a. b a dl a or dl b) are used.
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which is prime, since its norm is - 229. Therefore we would have that 71is
a unit times this prime, and then by (l.l), x-$=unitx(3.11/2-4)~
square. Taking norms we get y2 = f229 x square, which is clearly
impossible.
Now (1.1) implies
zc--l(/= #.(2-$)j.cr2,

cl~a+l,

i, je (0, 1).

(1.2)

Since (E) is trivial to solve for x < 0 (the only solutions with x < 0 are the
first three pairs stated in the theorem), we may assume that x 2 1. Since
+(” = 0.254..., we see that the minus sign in (1.2) is impossible. Then, by
I,V~‘= -2.114..., i # 1. We conclude therefore that
x-~=(2-~)‘.(u+u.~+w.~2)2,
First case: j= 0. Then (1.3) implies,
ficients in both sides,

u,u,wEZ,jE{O,1}.

(1.3)

on equating corresponding

coef-

MJ2-2.z4.v-8.U.iV=l,

X=UZ-2.v.M’,

u’+4.w2+2.u.w=0.
(1.4)

Note that w is odd and u is even, hence 412. U. w, so u is even. Put
u=2.u,,
u=2.u,.
The last equation of (1.4) now reads
w2+u,
Consider this as a quadratic
square, z2 say. Then

.w+v:=o.

equation

uf - 4. v: = z2,

in w. Its discriminant
w=S(-ul

must be a

kz).

Note that ui and z have the same parity. We may assume u > 0.
First, suppose that U, and z are even. Since w2 + u1 . w + uf = 0 and w is
odd, we find ui = 2(mod 4), and vi is odd. Put ui = 2 .u2, z= 22,. Then
u$ - v: = z:, where u2 and vi are odd, By u2 2 0 there exist m, n E Z such
that
u2 = m2 + n2,

v1 =m2-n2,

z, =2.m.n.

It follows that
u=4.(m2+n2),

v=2.(m2-n*),

w= -(mfn)*.

Since the sign of z, and thus that of n, is of no importance, we may assume
w = -(m + n)2. After substitution in the second equation of (1.4) we obtain
the Thue equation
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The left-hand side can be factored as

and therefore it can be solved very easily. Its only solutions are
&(m,n)=(l,O),
(0, 1). They lead to +(u,u, w)=(4,2, -l), (4, -2, -l),
and then by (1.4) we find x = 20, 12, respectively, which furnish the
solutions (x, + y) = (20,89), (12,41) for (E).
Second, we suppose that U, and z are odd. Then u1 is even, so by u1 2 0
there exist m, FEZ with
u1 =m2+n2,

2.0, =2-m-n,

z=m*-n2.

It follows that
u=2.(m2+n2),

V=2-m.n,

w=-m2

We may assume that w = -m2. Substituting
(1.4) we find the Thue equation

or

w=-n*v

this in the second equation of

The left-hand side is again reducible. The only solutions, as is easily seen,
are &(m,n)=(l,O),
(1, l), (1, -1). Since m and n cannot have the same
parity, only the first pair is accepted. It leads to (u, v, w) = (2,0, - l), and
hence to (x, f y) = (4,7) for (E).
Second Case: j = 1. Then, equating the coefficients in (1.3) we get
x=2~~*+v*+4~w*+2-u~w-4.v.w,

(1.5)

~*+4~v~+18~w*-44~~v++.~~w-18.0.w=1,
(1.6)

2~v2+9~w2-2~u~v+4.u~w-8.v.w=0.
The first relation of (1.6) can be replaced by
u*-2,u.w=1.
Note that u is odd. Put z = v - 2. w. Then the second equation
yields

(1.7)
of (1.6)

First, we suppose that z is odd. Then there exist m, n E Z such that
z=m* 7
641/31/2-3

u-z=2.n2,
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where we use that u 3 0 and (u, W) = 1. Thus, choosing signs properly,

Substituting

this in (1.7) we obtain the Thue equation
m4-4.m3.n-

12.m2.n2+4.n4=

1.

(1.8)

In the next section, in Theorem B, we prove that this equation has only the
solutions + (m, n) = (1, 0), leading to (u, v, w) = (1, 1, 0), and finally for (E)
to (4 * y) = (334).
Second, we suppose that z is even. Then there exist m, nEZ with
,-=2.m2.

u--,‘=n’.

Thus, choosing signs properly, we find
u=2-m2+n2,

Now, substituting

v=2.m2+4.m.n,

w=2.m.n.

into (1.7), we obtain the Thue equation
n4-12.n’.m’-8.n.m3+4.m4=I.

(1.9)

In the next section, in Theorem B, we prove that this equation has only the
solutions + (m, n) = (0, 1), ( 1, - 1 ), (3, 1 ), ( - 1, 3 ). They lead respectively
to (u, v, w)=(l,O,O),
(3, -2, -2), (19, 30,6), (11, -10, -6), which lead
for (E) to the solutions
(x, +y) = (2, l), (10, 3t), (1274,45473),
(114, 1217). Thus, this result completes the proof of Theorem A, provided
the Thue equations (1.8), (1.9) have as their only solutions the pairs (m, n)
mentioned above. The proof of this fact will be the object of the next
subsection.
2. Solving the Thue Equations

In this section we will prove the following result.
THEOREM

B.

(i) The Thue equation
(2.1)

has on/y the solutions + (X, Y) = (1, 0).

(ii)

The Thue equation
(2.2)

has only the solutions 4 (X, Y) = (1, 0), (1, -l),

(1, 3), (3, - 1).
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Proof
We will use the natation and results of Section II.
algebraic numbers 9 and q be defined by

Let the

Since cp= Z/9, it follows that 9 and 9 generate the same field K over Q. In
the notation of Subsection II.1 we have n = 4, s = 4, t = 0, and 5 = 9 or
5 = cp. Simple numerical computations show that we can take
Y, = 1, C, = 0.843, C = 0.589, Y, = 2, C, = 6.645,
Y:=3,pp

=p+

=l,

C4=8.3374.

In’ these computations we estimate C,, C3, C4 from above and C2 from
below, making use of the following approximations for the conjugates of 9
and rp:
$(I) z - 1.080 286 352,

cp”’ r - 1.851 360 980,

t!Y2’ E

3.122 935 260 9

cp’*’ z

0.537 210 524,

LJc3’E

0.334 111 716,

cpc3’g

5.986 021 747,

9’4’ z - 2.976 760 624,

Q’~’ z -0.671 871 290.

Now we work in the order R of K with Z-basis { 1, 9, $. $*, $. s3} (note
that i .9* is an algebraic integer). Note that

On the other hand, (2.1)
Norm,o(XY.9) = 1 and
(X, Y) is a solution of (2.1)
tively, is a unit of the order
fundamental units of R is
yIf =3-11

and (2.2) are respectively equivalent to
Norm,.
(X- Y. cp) = 1, which means that if
or (2.2), then X- Y. 9 or X- Y . cp, respecR. In Appendix II we prove that a system of

.9-L92+$3,

‘I~ = 622 - 1820.9 - y.

q2 =324-948.$-~.92+~.$3,
9* + 168. t!J3.

But, as is obvious from the known solutions of (2.2),
E, =1+9,
are units of R, and so is

&*=3+9
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Note that si = -?;I,
q =q;‘.~~,
sj =~;~.q~.
Since the matrix of the
exponents is unimodular,
it follows that E], E?, .s3 is also a system of
fundamental units of R.
Thus the solution of (2.1) and (2.2) is reduced to finding all
(a,, a,, aJ) E Z3 such that the unit + E:’ $2. E’;-’ has the special shape
X- Y. 9 or X- Y. cp, respectively. In the notation of Lemma 11.2.1 we
have, after some numerical computations, that we leave to the reader to
check, that
min N[ U; ‘1 = 0.634950 .... max N[ UT ‘1 = 1.210070...
I
I
(here, of course, I= { 1, 2, 3, 4 } ). Therefore we can take
c, = 1.211.
Also,
C6 = 6.38771 x 104,

Y; = 3.

(The values of C5 and C6 are estimated from above.)
Now, the relation (1.3) from Section II in our case becomes

(2.3)

where 5 = 9 or cp. As mentioned in Subsection 11.1, once i0 is fixed, we can
choose j, k arbitrarily. Thus we can choose
j=3,k=4

if

i. = 1 or 2,

j=l,k=2

if

i0 = 3 or 4.

(2.4)

Therefore, for each 5 E { 9, cp) we have four possibilities for /i. For each of
these eight cases we have, as will be shown in Appendix II,
c, = 5.71 x 1038,

C, = 6.17,

and therefore, by Lemma 11.2.4, if 1YI > 3, then for A = maxi Gi63 Iail we
have the upper bound 3.26 x 104’. As is easily checked, the only solutions of
either (2.1) or (2.2) with 1YI d 3 are those listed in the statement of the
theorem. Therefore we may assume that 1YJ > 3, so that
A < 3.26 x 104’.
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We now have to apply the reduction process described in Subsection 11.3.
In our situation we have to solve II (3.1) with
4
K, = C6 = 6.38771 x 104, K, = $ = > 3.303,
5 1.211

K3 = 3.26 x 1040

(K, is estimated from below), and
/i=s+a,.~‘+u2.C12+u3.~3,

where for 6 and the pis we have the following possibilities,
and (2.4):

6 =

in view of (2.3)

, where 5 = 9 or cp,

6, := log

pi =

log

s=s,

:=log

&14)
I e(3)I I’

i = 1, 2, 3,

or

I

t(3)‘(‘)
5’3’_
5’2’

I

or

5(4) _ <(I)

C?=S,:=log
I

pi=log

s$,
1, I

5’4’_

($2)

I

’

where 5 = 9 or cp,

(2.6)

i= 1, 2, 3.

We now take c0 = 10140, and we work with the lattice with associated
matrix
d=

1
0

0
1

0
0

.

i cc0 .A1 cc0 .P*l cc0.P31 1
Note that in each of the four cases of (2.5) (resp. (2.6)) we have the same
lattice, rr (resp. r,), say. In any case 6 # 0, and we had no numerical
evidence that the p;s are Q-dependent. Therefore we worked as in case (ii)
of Subsection 11.3.
For each ri we have applied the integral version of the L3-algorithm,
and each time we have computed the integral 3 x 3-matrices 8, @‘, @-‘, as
defined in Subsection 11.3. In our cases, the coordinates of the vectors of
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the reduced bases (i.e., the elements of $9) turned out to have 46 to 48
digits; i.e., the lengths of the reduced basis vectors are of the size of CA/~,as
expected. In each of the eight cases we computed the coordinates s,, s2, s3
of the vector
0
0

x=
i

-[co .a 1

with respect to the reduced basis b,, b,, b, of the lattice. From our computations we found
lb, 1> 3.247 x 1O46

in the case of lattice r,,

lb, [>4.846 x 1O46

in the case of lattice r2,

IIs /I > 0.029

in all 8 cases.

In the notation of Proposition 11.3.2 we have i* = 3, and in view of the
above estimation of lb, ( it is easily checked that the hypothesis of this
proposition is satisfied. Therefore
1
-.
log( 1oi40 .6.38771 x 104/3 .3.26 x 104’) < 72.4.
A < 3.303
It follows that A d 72.
We repeat the procedure with K, = 72 and co = 10i2. We found from our
computations
lb, 1> 1.293 x lo4

in the case of lattice f, ,

lb, I > 1.092 x lo4

in the case of lattice r2,

/Is3 11> 0.143

in all 8 cases.

As before, the hypothesis of Proposition

11.3.2 is satisfied, and consequently

1
A < -.
log( lOI .6.38771 x 104/3 x 72) < 10.1.
3.303
It follows that A d 10. We enumerated all remaining possibilities and found
no other solutions of (2.1) and (2.2) than mentioned in the theorem. This
completes the proof of Theorem B, hence also that of Theorem A. 1
The total computation time on the IBM 3083 computer at Leiden used
for proving Theorem B was about 35 sec. In [28] some numerical details
are given.
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IV. APPENDIXES
APPENDIX

I: Fundamental

Units in a Totally Real Quartic Field

To find the fundamental units of an order of a totally real quartic field
one can apply the following result of BilleviE [4, Theorem 51, conveniently
formulated here.
THEOREM.
Let R be an order of a totally real quartic field, generated by
1, w2, 03, cod. Consider the lattice of [w4spanned by

We identify the algebraic
with the lattice point

integer c(= x, +x2 . w2 + x3 . w3 + x4 . w4 E R

Consider the “l-sequence” of lattice points a such that
1a(‘)/< 1,

This l-sequence is a partially

i = 2, 3, 4,

cl(l) > 1.

ordered set:

iff a(‘) < /?‘I.

a</?

Let E, be the first unit in the l-sequence. Let Ed be the next unit in the
l-sequence such that [.$)I > Ill
for at least one iE (2, 3,4}. We now
proceed to define ~3. For v E R we put
log I@(
d(V)=

log lP1

log

lE\“j

log

lEi3)l

log

I&(14)j

log

I&$2’I

log

lE$3)l

log

lE$4)(

Let u be the first unit in the l-sequence after
Case 1. If

p(1J>6(11).~/*),

log /v(4)1

~~

.

that satisfies A(u) # 0.

put cj =p.

Case 2. If PC’) < c(,‘) . E&I), then let r be the first element (not necessarily
a unit) in the l-sequence with cfl’> J(E~‘).
~5’).
p(l)).
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Case 2.1. If there is no unit E in the l-sequence with p <<E -4 r, put
&3 =p.
Case 2.2. If there exist units E in the l-sequence such that ~4s 4 r
then:
Case 2.2.1. If for every unit E of Case 2.2 at least one of
d(E) 0)

Q 0,

l4&)I 2 IA(P)l

is true, then put ~3 = p.
Case 2.2.2. If there exist units E of Case 2.2 such that both

aE)-4P)>o,

l4&)I < l4P)l

are true, then we denote by {p,, .... pk} the set of all such units E, and we
define

dO= ,f$:,
. . { IA(

Id(P)--d(Pi)l 1.

Then:
Case 2.2.2.1.
Case 2.2.2.2.

If d, = IA(/ij)l
for somejE { 1, .. .. k}, put E3 =/4j*
If d, = Id(p) - d(pj)l for some jE { 1, .... k}, put

Eg=p.p,?
Then &i, Q, s3 form a system of fundamental

units of R.

EXAMPLE.
Let 9 and the order R of Q(9) be defined as in Subsection 111.2. A Z-basis for R is ( 1, 9, 4. a*, 4.&r’}. By solving

1 <x, +x*
-1 <Xi +x,

3 .~.~‘“*+x4

9(‘)+x
g(i)

+x

3

I . g(i)*
2

.$.pJ<cl,
+

x 4 . I.

g(i)’

<

1,

i = 2, 3, 4

in xi, .... xq E Z, with ci = 15000 we found that the first six units in the
l-sequence, according to the partial ordering “ < ,” are
2 +. $3,

=

12.45...,

24 4. a3, E$” =

155.13...,

E’,”

El =

3-

11 9-

2 +.9*+

E2 =

45 -

130 9-

26 +9”+

E3 = 324-

948 9-

189 4’s’+

175 $.a’,

E4 = 555 -

1625 9-

324 +.a*+

300 f . a3, E!” = 1932.31...,

ES=

1820 9-

363 &9’+-

336 1. LJ3, El” = 2164.50...,

622-

E, =4036-

11808 9 - 2355 +.$*+2180

E:“=

1127.51...,

4. a3, E6” = 14043.67....
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Now we observe the following, having in mind the above theorem. E, can
be taken as the first fundamental unit. Since IEy)I < lEy)l for i= 2, 3, 4 but
1E i4)I > 1Ei4)1, we can take E, as a second fundamental unit (in fact,
E,=E:).Sinced(E4)=O(infact,E4=E:)andd(E,)#O,wehave~=EE,.
Then ~1(l) < E’,‘) . Ey), so we are in Case 2. Since EL’)> ,/(E’,‘) . E\‘). E:‘)),
it follows that { 4 E, (remember that 5 may be a nonunit; in fact, we do
not need to know r explicitly in our case). Therefore, either we are in
Case 2.1 (if 5 < E6) and we take E, as the third fundamental unit, or the
only unit of Case 2.2 is E, (if 5 = E6). Since A( E6) = 0 (in fact, E, =
E, . E3), we are in Case 2.2.1, hence again we take E, as the third
fundamental unit. Thus we have proved that E,, E,, E, form a system
of fundamental units for the order R.
APPENDIX

II: Application

of Waldschmidt’s

Theorem

In Lemma 11.2.3 we have made use of the following
special case of a theorem due to Waldschmidt [30].

result, which is a

THEOREM.
Let K be a number field with [K : Q] = D. Let aI, .... a,, E K,
and b , , .... 6, E Z (n 3 2). Let V,, .... V, be positive real numbers satisfying
llog ail/D) for j= 1, .... n. Here,
l/D< I’, < ... < V, and Vj >max(h(aj),
h(a) is the absolute logarithmic height, defined by

a,. i
i=

max(1, Ia(’

,

I

where d= [Q(a) : Q], a, is the positive leading coefficient of the minimal
polynomial of a over H, and aCi’, i = 1, .... dare the conjugates of a. Let V,? =
max(V,, l)forj=n,
n-l,
andput
A =b, .loga,

+ ... +b, -loga,,

where for every jtz { 1, .... n}, log aj is an arbitrary but fixed determination
the logarithm of aj. Put B=max,GiG,,
lbil. If A#0 then
IAl >exp(-2”“‘.n*“.D”+*.

V, . ... . V, .log(e.D.

of

V,‘-,)

. (log B + log(e f D. V,+ ))),
where e(n)=min(8

.n+ 51, lO.n+

33, 9 .n + 39).

We apply this theorem in the case of A given by III (2.3). In this case,
we compute the Vls for the various a;s appearing in A, as follows. If
ai = lep/@I,
i= 1, 2, 3, th en ai is a unit and hence a, (appearing in the
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computation of h(cc,)) is equal to 1. Clearly, every conjugate
absolute value less than

of aj is in

and Hi > 1. Therefore, h(ai) 6 H,, and we can take
Vi = max(log Hi, llog Isjk)/sjj)ll).
Since the latter term equals the logarithm
follows that

of either @)/E~‘)[ or its inverse, it

V; =log H,.
If Ui = lip) - ~‘-“l/l~‘io’{‘k’l, then all conjugates of cli are in absolute
value less than C3. Therefore, !~(a,) < (log a,)/d+ log C3, where a, and d ae
as in the definition of h(a) for cx= a,. An upper bound for a, can be computed as follows. Consider the algebraic numbers xih = 1. (r(j) - rch’) for i,
hE (1, ...) 4}, i# h. It can be checked that the numbers xi,, are algebraic
integers for < = 9 or q. Now, for each permutation OE S, (we write gi
instead of a(i)), we consider the number x(a) = x6,0z/xblbJ (independent of
a,), and the polynomial
P(N

=

n
(X-x(a)).
(i E .q

Consider also the number
A=

n

X,h.

1 <i<h<4

Note that

A’=$. JJ (<i-(h)‘=&.Dy
l<i<h&4

where D is the discriminant of the defining polynomial of r, and therefore
A* = 229. On the other hand, the coefficients of P(X) are, up to the sign,
equal to the elementary symmetric functions of x(a), 0 ES,, and so they
are symmetrical expressions of the ((‘j’s with rational coefficients. This
means that P(X) E Q[X]. On the other hand, by the definition of A, any
coefficient of P(X) multiplied by A4 is a polynomial of the xi,,% with coefficients in Z and therefore it is an algebraic integer. Combine this with the
fact that P(X)E Q[X] to see that 229’ .P(X)EZ[X].
Hence, since cli is a
root of P(X), its leading coefficient a, is at most 2292. To conclude, we
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have h(cri) Q 2. (log 229)/d+ log C3 and it is clear that llog ail/d<
Since aj # Q, we have d> 2 and thus we can take

log C3.

Vi = log 229 + log C3.
Simple computations

now show that
log H, = 4.074586...,

log H, = 5.667432...,

log H, = 4.821584...,
log C3 = 1.262065..

if

?j = 9,

log C) = 1.893823...

if

[= cp,

log 229 + log C, < 7.327545....
Therefore we apply Wadschmidt’s

result with n = 4, D < 24, e(n) = 73,

for 5 = 9 or q, and b, = a,, b2 = a3, 6, = a,, b, = 1, B= A, V, = log H,,
V2 =log H,, V, = V: =log H,, V4 = V,+ =log229+logC,.
Thus we
find that
IA I > exp( - C, . (log A + C,)),
with C, = 5.71 x 1O38and C, = 6.17.
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